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SERIES EDITOR’S PREFACE

Margot Waddell

Since it was founded in 1920, the Tavistock Clinic has   
developed a wide range of developmental approaches to 
mental health which have been strongly influenced by the 

ideas of psychoanalysis. It has also adopted systemic family  
therapy as a theoretical model and a clinical approach to  
family problems. The Clinic is now the largest training institution 
in Britain for mental health, providing postgraduate and quali-
fying courses in social work, psychology, psychiatry, and child, 
adolescent, and adult psychotherapy, as well as in nursing and 
primary care. It trains about 1,700 students each year in over 60 
courses.

The Clinic’s philosophy aims at promoting therapeutic  methods 
in mental health. Its work is based on the clinical expertise that is 
also the basis of its consultancy and research activities. The aim 
of this Series is to make available to the reading public the clini-
cal, theoretical, and research work that is most influential at the 
Tavistock Clinic. The Series sets out new approaches in the under-
standing and treatment of psychological disturbance in children, 
adolescents, and adults, both as individuals and in families.

Thinking Space springs from the collaborative work of the 
“Thinking Space” discussion forum, initiated by the volume’s edi-
tor, Frank Lowe, twelve years ago and run by him ever since. As 
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the book makes clear, this is a very distinctive forum, bringing 
together, as it does, a broad spectrum of thinkers and writers from 
a wide variety of disciplines. The hallmarks are honesty, courage, 
loyalty, and a shared commitment to facing the uncomfortable 
truths that are expressed in the areas examined. These areas are 
those of diversity, race, and culture, and the truths are about hard-
to-acknowledge and not always conscious attitudes and beliefs of 
one’s own, but also those of others—hence the subtle interlacing 
of internal worlds and external realities.

These choppy waters have been beautifully and consistently 
navigated over the years, as is attested in the pages that follow. 
The forum does, indeed, as the editor states, constitute a “con-
tainer for thought”—a “mental space” (Young, 1994a) in which the 
participants can learn and develop, in a wide variety of settings. 
In the current world climate, the scope of the book feels acutely 
topical, as a wide range of experiences and contexts are examined 
and reflected upon. As befits public sector work, several chapters 
concentrate on racial differences between clinician and patient. 
But the net is cast far wider than such contexts, complex though 
they may be. Other chapters explore, with sensitivity and learning, 
issues of class in psychotherapeutic work; of homosexuality and 
psychoanalysis; of Irish identity in British organizations and soci-
ety; of group dynamics in relation, for example, to Israel, Palestine, 
and the West; of the recent riots in Tottenham and elsewhere. 
When these huge issues are swirling around, it can be difficult to 
think straight—or indeed to think at all—in the consulting room. 
These pages address such areas too, with a depth, honesty, and 
quality rarely seen, nor available to read about, in clinical, by con-
trast with academic, settings. These are topics that are more easily 
evaded than engaged with. But in Thinking Space the engagement 
is undertaken. The fruits of years of serious discussion, driven by 
the absolute necessity to understand the world more deeply and 
more thoroughly, are laid out in the chapters of this book. How 
important it is to have such a publication in the Tavistock Clinic 
Series, a book that proudly gives voice to so much that underpins 
the Clinic’s work and identity and hopefully will do so more 
extensively in the future.
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FOREWORD

M. Fakhry Davids

M. Fakhry Davids, a psychoanalyst, is the author of Internal Racism: A Psycho-
analytic Approach to Race and Difference, published in 2011.

To those of us troubled by the collective silence in our disci-
pline on matters of race and diversity, it is a special pleasure 
to welcome this timely and thoughtful book. It is not only 

the fact that its editor, Frank Lowe, has brought together a num-
ber of excellent professionals who raise their voices, mostly in a 
highly personal way, in this neglected area that is so impressive. 
Significant as it is, this contribution from Lowe is surpassed by 
an even greater one: namely, his initiative in setting up the Think-
ing Space project—described fully in his introductory chapter—at 
the Tavistock Clinic, which is the premier psychotherapy training 
institution in the NHS. Most of the contributions in this volume 
originated in the Thinking Space forum. The significance of this 
achievement can be appreciated by reminding ourselves of the 
context in which it occurred.

In 1983, recognizing how poorly the needs of minority patients 
were being served within mainstream psychotherapy services in 
the capital, Jafar Kareem established the Nafsiyat Intercultural 
Therapy Centre here in London. A sense of being marginalized, 
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misunderstood, and treated in a racist way ran as a common thread 
through these patients’ experience of seeking help, which exacer-
bated their psychological difficulties. There was therefore an urgent 
need to provide for them—hence the need for Nafsiyat—but as 
the experience of these patients became known, it also underlined 
the failure of mainstream services to adapt to the changing demo-
graphic of the capital. There was some considerable anxiety that 
a service catering specifically for minority patients might in itself 
contribute to the marginalization of their needs and undermine 
their legitimate demand—as citizens—to be accommodated within 
the mainstream.

In the intervening thirty years, the face of London has changed 
even further into what is now a truly multiracial and multicultural 
metropolis. Its inclusive ambience, which is even more remarkable 
for acknowledging difference and containing points of tension that 
inevitably arise, was even lauded as an asset in the capital’s suc-
cessful bid for the 2012 Olympic Games. Many of the contributors 
to this volume remind us, however, that within our predominantly 
white profession issues of race and diversity remain largely invis-
ible. Yesteryear’s struggle to address our minority group patients is 
mirrored by today’s struggle to attract minority group profession-
als to our ranks, with the perspective they might bring currently 
beyond reach. Yet we seem oblivious to this as a difficulty, as if we 
were colour blind, and pay a heavy price for it. When it comes to 
considering and debating matters across the boundaries of race, 
class, and culture—not academically, but in the more personal way 
that our profession demands—we freeze up and become defensive. 
It may seem obvious, but it is worth stating that we then enter 
a vicious circle: the more these issues remain invisible, the less 
familiarity we have with them; the less our familiarity, the less our 
ability to bring them into a proper psychoanalytic conversation. 
This shortcoming, in turn, is easily covered over by conceptualiza-
tions of racial difference that make them secondary to supposed 
psychological essences. As a profession interested in depth psy-
chology, our non-engagement with these issues is thus justified on 
the grounds that they are “more superficial”; this in turn limits our 
opportunities for engaging fully and properly with them. Compare 
this with how we are able to engage with issues of gender and 
generation difference that arise in the consulting room and beyond, 
where we are able to free associate and to think creatively and at 
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depth. This capacity flows directly from the fact that in consulting 
rooms up and down the land, oedipal dynamics, when they arise, 
are assiduously pursued and worked with. The same cannot be 
said of our attitude to racial difference.

The problem about racial difference is indeed complex, difficult 
to address, and resistant to change. As if to remind me of this, as I 
write fresh revelations are surfacing that, despite all the time and 
money that has already been invested in trying to uncover what 
went wrong in the police handling of the racist murder of Stephen 
Lawrence, there has been yet a further cover-up, this time of police 
attempts to smear the Lawrence family when resources should 
have gone into apprehending his killers. Again, there are to be two 
inquiries . . . 

Trying to bring these issues into the open is, therefore, a daunt-
ing task. When it is a black person who undertakes it, a further 
layer of complexity is added in the form of an assumption—mostly 
unspoken—that he has a personal issue about his race, a chip on his 
shoulder. And so there is a further danger that his attempt to bring 
things into the open may itself become marginalized.

Seen in this context, we can appreciate the magnitude of the 
achievement that Frank Lowe’s development of his Thinking Space 
initiative represents. What I find so impressive is that though one 
could make a political case that this development is essential both 
for our profession and in a national health service required to serve 
all without prejudice, this is not the path he chooses. Instead, he 
makes a clear and measured psychoanalytic case for a Thinking 
Space dedicated to issues of working with racial and cultural dif-
ference. I find his argument both coherent and compelling, and 
it is easy to see how this clarity of purpose succeeded in creating 
an atmosphere experienced by presenters—myself included—as 
clearly tolerant, respectful, and facilitating. It is also marked by 
intense curiosity and interest in the subject that leads to lively 
debate and engagement. Creating and sustaining such an atmos-
phere speaks to Lowe’s deep inner strength and quiet determina-
tion to pursue a difficult, not to say daunting, task whose rightness 
he never doubts. His admirably steady hand is revealed in some of 
the vignettes he discusses.

Lowe’s achievement in creating a Thinking Space thus speaks 
for itself. That he has been able to do so within the mainstream 
represents very significant progress in the attempt to get race and 
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difference taken seriously. Publishing some of the work that arose 
from that initiative takes things a step further: it allows the con-
versation to extend beyond the events themselves. The result is 
this book, Thinking Space, with rich, varied, and thought-provoking 
chapters that make a real contribution to bringing this subject out 
of the shadows. It deserves to be widely read by newcomers and 
experienced practitioners alike—in our profession and beyond—
and I hope that they might be stimulated to join in.



THINKING SPACE



In human affairs, however, thinking is but a snare and  
a delusion unless the unconscious is taken into account. I 
refer to both meanings of the word, ‘unconscious’ meaning 
deep and not readily available because of the pain  that 
belongs to its acceptance as part of the self.

D. W. Winnicott,  
”Thinking and the Unconscious” (1945, p. 169)
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Introduction

Frank Lowe

“Socrates . . . introduced the idea that individuals could not 
be intelligent on their own, that they needed someone else to 
stimulate them. . . . His brilliant idea was that if two unsure 
individuals were put together, they could achieve what 
they could not do separately: the truth, their own truth for 
themselves. By questioning each other, dividing each of these 
into parts, finding the flaws, never attacking or insulting, but 
always seeking what they could agree between them. . . .”

Theodore Zeldin (1995, pp. 33–34)

Anti-discriminatory practice was an important part of my 
training as a social worker in the 1980s. Racism, sexism, 
ageism, and other forms of discrimination were accepted 

as external and internal realities that had a negative impact on the 
health and social well-being of individuals, families, and commu-
nities. However imperfect this aspect of the training might have 
been, race equality and anti-discriminatory practice were and still 
remain at the core of social work values. In contrast, my training 
as a psychoanalytic psychotherapist during the 1990s treated the 
issues of cultural diversity, racism, and other forms of discrimina-
tion as of little importance or not meriting serious thought and 
attention in the training of psychotherapists.
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During four years of psychoanalytic theory and practice semin-
ars, my year group had one seminar on intercultural therapy, 
facilitated by Jafar Kareem, a pioneer of intercultural therapy in 
the UK. Jafar was angry about there being only one seminar on the 
subject and communicated to us his ambivalence about accepting 
the invitation to teach. On the one hand, he saw agreeing to teach 
this single seminar as colluding with tokenism; on the other, he 
felt that on balance he should use the opportunity to impress on 
trainees—the future leaders of the profession—the importance of 
thinking about how psychotherapy should become more acces-
sible and helpful in its practice to more disadvantaged groups in 
society. While there has been some improvement, it would not be 
an exaggeration to say that thinking about racism and other forms 
of discrimination towards “the other” continues to be a marginal 
issue in psychotherapy.

In April 2002, I started a monthly learning forum called “Think-
ing Space” at the Tavistock Clinic, in order to promote thinking 
about race, culture, and diversity in psychotherapy. There was 
growing recognition that there was little or no real exploration of 
these subjects at the Tavistock Clinic or in many psychotherapy, 
health, and social care organizations in the UK (Audit Commis-
sion, 2004b; Gordon, 1993a, 2004; SCIE, 2006). Race, culture, and 
diversity are complex, emotionally charged, and anxiety-provoking 
subjects, and thinking about racism and other forms of hatred of 
difference is beset by difficulties inside and outside the individual. 
Internally, we all carry blind spots, including blind spots about our 
destructiveness—in particular, a propensity to project on to others 
characteristics that we cannot bear in ourselves. Externally, it is 
difficult to find a space where one could really talk and think with 
others about diversity1 in a way that is emotionally truthful and 
that helps one to learn and develop.

I had learnt from previous experiences, both as a participant 
and as a facilitator of diversity learning events, that facilitating dis-
cussion, thinking, and learning about these subjects was extremely 
challenging and required an ability to work with immense com-
plexity, including unbearable feelings or states of mind. Perhaps in 
an attempt to avoid the discomfort of this complexity, there exists 
in many organizations an essentially superficial approach to mat-
ters of race, culture, and diversity. First, staff learning and develop-
ment needs in these areas tend to be addressed in a tokenistic way 
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at brief or “one-off” learning events, often held in order for the 
organization to be seen to comply with diversity legislation or in 
response to a complaint or crisis around diversity. Second, good-
quality diversity training is rare. Professionals regularly report 
feeling that the complexities and challenges they face in working 
with diversity are either poorly addressed or not addressed at all. 
Instead, they often feel “preached at” or report that courses simply 
provide basic information about dos and don’ts regarding diver-
sity legislation or, even worse, attempt to teach about “other cul-
tures” in ways that seem close to promoting cultural stereotypes.

Furthermore, at such learning events, there is often a stressful 
atmosphere, which paralyses thinking and learning. In such spaces, 
it can feel as if one’s survival is at stake, and a fright, fight, or flight 
response tends to predominate. At one extreme, participants can 
be frightened of speaking their minds out of anxiety that it will 
cause offence and lead to catastrophe. At another extreme, there can 
often be immense hurt and anger when participants speak openly; 
discussion and thinking may then quickly deteriorate into a war-
like atmosphere of attack and counter-attack around a perception 
that a participant had, for example, expressed a racist view. This 
unpleasant experience can reinforce the view that it is unsafe and 
unwise to share one’s thoughts and engage in meaningful discus-
sion about diversity issues.

Another difficulty with the subject of diversity is that it is fre-
quently plagued by “black-and-white” or “them-and-us” think-
ing. For example, it is common to split people into those who 
are anti-racist or racist, feminist or sexist, in support of homo-
sexuality or homophobic. These divisions encourage stereotyp-
ing and mutual projections between individuals on both sides 
of the divide, and this is another barrier to thinking and learn-
ing. It is as if we cannot be good and bad, loving and hateful, 
anti-racist and racist, rather than either/or. This habit of splitting 
people into “goodies” and “baddies” is a childish type of think-
ing, which is a form of lying or of not facing the truth about our-
selves and others.

Having said that, it is, of course, important to distinguish 
between what people think and what they actually do. For exam-
ple, a person who consistently supports anti-racist initiatives is 
arguably more helpful than someone who opposes all anti-racist 
initiatives on the basis that they are unnecessary. The danger is for 
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this anti-racist person or others to assume that because someone is 
an anti-racist activist, she or he can never be racist.

It seems that underlying the numerous difficulties that beset 
thinking about diversity is our ability unconsciously to tell lies—
not least to ourselves—which is a fundamental human problem 
regarding our capacity to look at and think about the whole self 
honestly, including our hateful and destructive aspects. It is there-
fore ironic, distressing, but in some ways also chastening that a 
profession that possesses expertise helping people to think about, 
understand, and find better ways of dealing with their problems 
should be so uninterested in thinking about racism and other forms 
of hatred and their psychological impact. There was and still is a 
need for more “mental space” (Young, 1994a),2 individually and 
socially, to develop thinking about diversity. Despite some increase 
in thinking about diversity within the psychotherapy profession in 
recent years, there continues to be a severe lack of mental space, 
especially regular space, to discuss and think about the challenges 
of diversity. This is, to me, a major barrier to learning and one that 
reinforces the culture of superficial engagement with these issues.

Given the many obstacles to thinking about diversity, it was 
clear that if the Thinking Space forum was to succeed in achiev-
ing its core objective of promoting thinking and learning in this 
area, it was imperative that its organizers created and maintained 
a safe and emotionally containing environment—or, in the words 
of Young (1994a), a place that was “a container for thought”. The 
atmosphere and boundaries that promote engagement, discussion, 
thinking, and learning would need to be consistently held, if par-
ticipants were to feel able to speak openly and to learn, without 
fear that they would be attacked for doing so.

This book is a celebration of eleven years of Thinking Space at 
the Tavistock Clinic3 and a way of sharing some of the thinking, 
experience, and learning gained over these years. Thinking Space 
functions, among other things, as a test-bed for ideas, and many 
of the chapters began as presentations or discussions at Thinking 
Space (the exceptions being chapters 3, 7, and 8) and were encour-
aged and developed by the experience. Chapter 11, in fact, was born 
out of two Thinking Space discussions about the August 2011 Riots. 
These chapters do not seek to provide a coherent theory or set of 
views. On the contrary, they are very diverse—and decidedly so, 
as finding, expressing, and developing one’s own personal idiom 
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(Bollas, 1992) involves emotional truthfulness and is an important 
part of getting to know oneself, both of which are important pre-
requisites to getting to know the other.

In chapter 1, I describe Thinking Space: its aims, theoretical 
underpinning, practice methods, and values. Drawing largely 
on psychoanalysis—in particular, the ideas of Melanie Klein and 
 Wilfred Bion—I describe how we sought to develop thinking, not 
as an abstract activity, but as a means of better getting to know the 
self and the different other. This involves meeting with others to 
reflect on and reconsider our relations with ourselves and diversity 
in a facilitative environment. I emphasize that knowledge of our-
selves—particularly our capacity to use others for our benefit, be it 
to cope with primitive anxieties or for power, money, or glory—is 
critical to an understanding of racism and other forms of hatred 
towards people categorized as being different.

In chapter 2, Onel Brooks cautions us to take seriously our 
capacity for self-illusion and to not believe that we—especially 
psychotherapists—are necessarily thinking when we say we are 
thinking. He argues that being psychoanalytically sophisticated or 
trained does not enable someone to think better about race or other 
forms of hatred. Onel shows that this is because our identifications 
and idealizations of theories and models can become a way of evad-
ing thoughtful engagement with many things, including racism or 
diversity. Drawing on Wittgenstein, he questions whether we can 
really think if we do not want to hurt ourselves.

Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are explorations by white therapists of 
their responses to race and cultural differences in the consult-
ing room. Helen Morgan (chapter 3) was one of the first white 
British therapists to explore how a white therapist thinks about 
and works with racism in her clinical work. In this updated ver-
sion of her paper first published in 1998, Helen identifies diffi-
culties that include how feelings of shame and guilt can prevent 
the white therapist acknowledging racism and exploring issues 
concerning difference that arise from the transference. David 
 Morgan (chapter 4) provides a candid personal reflection on how 
unprepared he was to work with patients from different cul-
tural and racial backgrounds. He identifies how his work with 
such patients was threatened at times by his cultural bias and 
prejudices. David does not attempt to airbrush his difficulties in 
working with difference; while his frankness at times may make 
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uncomfortable reading, it has an authenticity that is rare and nec-
essary if we are to make progress.

Jonathan Bradley (chapter 5) describes how his understanding 
and technique as a white psychotherapist was challenged in his 
work with two patients (one black, one white)—in particular, by 
images from dreams that came up in the process of their therapy. 
In one case, he was treated as if he were a black nanny in the 
transference, and he had to think what this meant, how to respond, 
and whether he would be colluding with racism. Jonathan dem-
onstrates well the complexity of this terrain, which can feel like a 
mental minefield and requires great patience, care, and thought 
with the patient to carefully gather, one step at a time, aspects of 
truth as a means towards finding a way through. He demonstrates 
the clinical value of the concepts of projection and projective iden-
tification to understand the unconscious getting rid of unwanted 
and unbearable feelings. But Jonathan is also aware that these 
concepts can be used defensively by psychotherapists as a way of 
not looking at or of defending against their own evacuations of 
unwanted and unbearable feelings on to the patient. This chapter 
convincingly shows that these pitfalls can be avoided if therapists 
continually find the space to review their practice (probably espe-
cially with patients from different racial and cultural backgrounds 
to themselves, given the history of silence, avoidance, guilt, and 
shame in this area) and explore the meaning of their reactions and 
responses to their patients.

Chapter 6 focuses on culture in ways that highlight the com-
plexity of the concept, as a process that is both unconscious and 
conscious, has internal and external meanings, and is dynamic and 
contextual. Inga-Britt Krause helpfully sketches this out and argues 
against a superficial, tick-box approach to cultural competence. She 
shows, however, that tick-box approaches have a powerful appeal 
because they absolve individuals both from developing an under-
standing of diversity as well as from self-reflection.

Chapter 7 is a rare paper on social class in psychotherapy, which 
has been updated by the author. Drawing on a research study, 
Joanna Ryan reports that although there is much knowledge and 
experience of social class in psychotherapy, it is seldom formally 
discussed or written about in the profession. She argues that class 
has a far-reaching psychological impact, but there seems to be a 
class-blind ideology within psychotherapy that obscures or denies 


